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ABSTRACT
Recent proposals for reconfigurable data center networks have shown that providing multiple time-varying paths can improve network capacity and lower physical latency. However, existing TCP variants are ill-suited to utilize available capacity because their congestion control cannot react quickly enough to drastic variations in bandwidth and latency.

We present Time-division TCP (TDTCP), a new TCP variant designed for reconfigurable data center networks. TDTCP recognizes that communication in these fabrics happens over a set of paths, each having its own physical characteristics and cross traffic. TDTCP multiplexes each connection across multiple independent congestion states—one for each distinct path—while managing connection-wide tasks in a shared fashion. It leverages network support to receive timely notification of path changes and promptly matches its local view to the current path. We implement TDTCP in the Linux kernel. Results on an emulated network show that TDTCP improves throughput over both traditional TCP variants, such as DCTCP and CUBIC, and multipath TCP by 24–41% without requiring significant in-network buffering to hide path variations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data center networks face the task of connecting a large number of end hosts over a high bandwidth, low latency fabric. Most data center networks are based on the popular Clos topology and provide the “big-switch” abstraction of a single full-bisection network. However, this approach is reaching its limit as the number of hosts increases and switching chip manufacturers contend with the slowdown of Moore’s Law. Optical circuit switch (OCS)–based reconfigurable data center networks (RDCNs) are a promising solution to bridge the widening gap between bandwidth supply and demand. Compared to statically wired topologies [16, 24, 37, 38], RDCNs dynamically allocate the available network resources over time, providing greater scalability at lower cost and energy consumption. However, reconfigurable networks introduce unique challenges to existing transport layer protocols.

While TCP congestion control is designed to optimize data transfers between end points with competing traffic, it assumes that the channel between them is relatively stable in terms of bandwidth and latency. In the context of RDCNs, however, this assumption does not hold. In hybrid electrical/optical networks, the path between a pair of hosts may alternate rapidly between a fast optical network and a slower electrical network, with orders-of-magnitude differences in bandwidth and/or latency. Even in proposals that are purely optical [29], indirect forwarding—where packets hop across several hosts when a direct link is unavailable—causes drastic latency changes. Our experiments show that existing TCP variants are unable to take full advantage of the additional capacity provided by these RCDN technologies. Because TCP infers network state and updates its congestion model iteratively on the timescale of multiple RTTs, senders cannot converge to the current path conditions before the network reconfigures again in highly dynamic RCDNs.

To exploit the full potential of RDCNs, we present Time-division TCP (TDTCP), a new variant of TCP designed specifically for reconfigurable networks. We build on the insight that in RDCNs, as long as the network moves crisply between distinct configurations, it suffices to operate efficiently in each configuration separately; the full algorithm is then a piecewise function of individual models. In other words, in
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TDTCP, we multiplex independent network states over time, much like how MPTCP [41] multiplexes subflows over space. Unlike MPTCP, however, in TDTCP only one subflow is active at a given time. As the network moves from one configuration to the next, senders switch between network models.

While this overall approach may seem straightforward, we must solve several challenges before TDTCP is a complete protocol. First, in today’s RDCNs, the duration in which a single optical configuration is in place is on the order of a few RTTs, leaving little time for the host to react to the new network environment. We address this issue by leveraging the fact that the top-of-rack (ToR) switches to which end hosts connect are directly involved in reconfiguring the network fabric. Therefore, we enlist ToR switches to directly notify their attached hosts when paths change. This signaling enables end hosts to view the reconfigurable network not as a single fabric, but rather as a series of time-division networks (TDNs) that transition periodically.

Second, when the network reconfigures, in-flight packets may not belong entirely to one TDN or the other. For example, data packets may traverse a different TDN than their ACKs, or a decrease in latency may reorder packets. Careful accounting is required to disambiguate transient reordering from true loss and credit the appropriate TDN, preventing unnecessary retransmissions. TDTCP tracks the sequence space associated with each TDN and uses heuristics and selective acknowledgments to avoid severe performance penalties during TDN transitions.

Finally, implementing TDTCP in a modern operating system kernel is challenging because the congestion control state is tightly integrated into the networking stack. We identify the subset of CUBIC congestion control state that must be duplicated across TDNs and optimize the TDN switching process to ensure end hosts are promptly notified of network transitions. We show that our open-source implementation in Linux kernel 5.8 scales to 100 Gbps and supports reconfigurations on microsecond timescales.

Using our prototype, we evaluate the performance of TDTCP against existing TCP variants in the kernel as well as MPTCP and reTCP [32], an RDCN-specific approach that requires extensive switch support. Results show that long-lived flows achieve better throughput under TDTCP: 24% higher than single-path CUBIC and DCTCP in one representative RDCN setting, and 41% higher than MPTCP. Additionally, TDTCP matches the throughput performance of reTCP while exhibiting lower switch buffer occupancy and does not rely on active switch buffer management.

This paper makes three contributions:

- Our measurement study on an emulated RDCN identifies TCP’s shortcomings: single-path variants react too slowly to changing conditions, but multipath

2 MOTIVATION

The underlying technology in optical networks—such as MEMS mirrors [9]—necessitates the use of communication circuits, so switches must periodically reconfigure to guarantee all-to-all connectivity at scale. Such designs are known as reconfigurable data center networks (RDCNs). In this section, we first give an overview of how RDCNs differ from electrical packet-switched networks and then explore why these differences yield poor TCP performance. We leave a full description of RDCN variants to §6.

2.1 Hybrid demand-oblivious RDCNs

In this paper, we consider hybrid, demand-oblivious RDCNs. As illustrated in Figure 1, such networks are hybrids because they consist of both electrical packet switches (EPSes) and optical circuit switches (OCSes). Each ToR is connected to several upstream EPSes as well as one or more OCSes. The EPS and OCS networks are isolated from each other.

**Time-division multiplexing.** When forwarding a packet, a ToR chooses either the EPS network or the OCS network. We assume that for a given destination, only one network is in use at a time: if a circuit exists, then the optical

![Figure 1: A hybrid, demand-oblivious RDCN topology. The OCS network provides temporary high-bandwidth links that supplement the EPS network.](image)
network is chosen, otherwise the ToR falls back to the packet network. During its lifetime, a flow may traverse either the packet network, the optical network, or both, depending on timing and flow duration. From a sender’s perspective, this is a time-division multiplexed path, which is conceptually in-between a single path and true multipath routing. We refer to each discrete network state as a time-division network (TDN).

Different network characteristics. The packet and optical networks have different bandwidth and end-to-end latency due to their physical characteristics and network architectures. EPS networks typically use 10–400 Gbps links, while OCS links have the potential to be an order of magnitude greater than that [26, 30]. Traversing an EPS topology may take 100 μs with queuing, whereas the end-to-end OCS latency can be shorter because it includes fewer intermediate switches, does not queue inside the network, and only the destination switch decodes packets.

Stable characteristics within a TDN. Compared to the orders-of-magnitude differences across TDNs, within a TDN conditions are relatively stable: subject to background traffic, the bandwidth, latency, and loss rate on a path oscillate within a comparatively small range.

Predictable TDN pattern. OCSes follow a schedule that consists of several independent configurations, which we refer to as days, each of which individually provide connectivity to a disjoint subset of ToR pairs. The full schedule is known as a week. Between two days, there is a blackout period we call a night during which no packets can be sent while the optical network reconfigures. The term demand-oblivious refers to how the configurations are generated [27]: the complete schedule provides full-mesh connectivity over a week that can accept any traffic demand.

Frequent path switches. To keep overall utilization high, the optical network must maintain a high duty cycle, defined as the ratio of uptime to downtime. Related work [32] assumes a 9:1 duty cycle, so a state-of-the-art reconfiguration time of 20 μs [26] yields a circuit day of 180 μs, striking a balance between frequent reconfiguration (to serve all rack pairs often) and stability (to give flows time to converge). Assuming an RTT of ≈40 μs, a circuit day is on the order of five RTTs. This is a concern since TCP receives congestion feedback and adjusts its rate on the timescale of RTTs, so a short circuit day means that common TCP variants like CUBIC and DCTCP may not have enough time to adapt to path characteristics before switching paths again.

2.2 Measuring TCP performance in RDCNs
TCP is the dominant transport protocol in data centers, so it is important to understand TCP’s performance on hybrid demand-oblivious RDCNs. In this section, we investigate the performance of two representative, widely-used TCP variants, single-path TCP CUBIC [19] and multipath TCP (MPTCP) [35, 41]. Our measurement and analysis addresses the following questions: Can TCP take full advantage of RDCN capacity? Why or why not?

We conduct all experiments using the Etalon RDCN emulator [32]. Specific testbed parameters are described in §5.1. We run CUBIC and MPTCP flows in the RDCN topology depicted in Figure 1. The open-source MPTCP implementation does not support our intended use: pinning one subflow (index 0) to the packet network and one subflow (index 1) to the optical network. Hence, we extended MPTCP with a prototype tdm_schd scheduler that steers packets between two subflows according to the RDCN schedule. For example, when the packet network is active, tdm_schd sends all packets to subflow 0, which is pinned to the packet network, and vice versa.

Figure 2 shows the throughput of single-path TCP CUBIC and MPTCP in the form of a sequence-number graph. To remove startup and transient effects, results across thousands of optical weeks are averaged to create this visualization. The shaded regions show when the optical path is active while the unshaded regions correspond to the packet network. The slope of a sequence number curve gives the throughput. For example, for the optimal curve—which is computed analytically and assumes that a flow uses all available bandwidth—the slope is steeper in shaded regions than in unshaded ones, as one would expect due to the higher bandwidth of the optical network. On the other hand, the packet only curve specifies the best-case performance when the end host uses only the packet network. It has a constant slope equal to the rate of the packet network.

Both single-path TCP CUBIC and MPTCP fall far below the optimal line, showing that neither takes full advantage of the RDCN bandwidth. While their sequence number curves in the packet network (unshaded) are parallel to the optimal line, their curves in the optical network (shaded) are shallow and only slightly better than in the packet network. MPTCP’s performance is lower than that of CUBIC, despite the fact that it has been made RDCN-aware, likely because of the

![Figure 2: Sequence graph of TCP variants running in hybrid RDCN for 3 optical weeks.](image-url)
overhead of subflow management and the reination of lost segments that could not be ACKed before a path change.

Single-path TCP CUBIC has two shortcomings that contribute to its sub-optimal performance. First, it assumes a single path with conditions that change relatively slowly, but this assumption does not hold in RDCNs. After a path change, single-path TCP must spend multiple RTTs probing the path to converge to a new state that is appropriate for the new bandwidth and RTT, which can differ by orders of magnitude. Given the short duration of each optical day (∼5 RTTs in this example), there is insufficient time for single-path TCP to ramp up. Second, it is ignorant of the cyclic, deterministic RDCN schedule; instead, it must rediscover each change and adapt using mechanisms designed for traditional networks.

MPTCP’s low throughput is caused by the fact that the connection is frequently stalled due to the strict isolation between the two subflows. Packets sent on one subflow may not be acknowledged for a while if the receiver is blocked from sending on that subflow because the corresponding TDN is not active. This means that the sender stalls until MPTCP’s connection-level reinjection mechanism [36] attempts to retransmit the unacknowledged packets from one subflow on the other—currently active—subflow. This retransmission also introduces additional overhead.

In summary, our investigation reveals three findings: (1) TCP should model the characteristics of each TDN separately, (2) TCP should leverage the repeated, deterministic RDCN schedule to speed up congestion control convergence, (3) MPTCP-style independent subflows are not suitable for the RDCN environment where only one path is active at a time.

3 DESIGN
In light of the lessons learned above, there is certainly room for improvement. We hereby ask the question: how can we improve TCP performance in a network with fast and periodic changes in path characteristics? Taking a first-principles approach, we believe the answer is a new Time-division TCP (TDTCP) designed specifically for such use cases. Since these networks have multiple paths with different characteristics, we need a TCP variant that can handle all of these paths efficiently, but in an interleaved—as opposed to simultaneous—fashion. TDTCP takes advantage of the best of both worlds—leveraging building blocks and concepts from both single-path TCP and MPTCP. In this section, we explore our design decisions for TDTCP.

3.1 Per-TDN state variables
A time-division multiplexed path, with distinctive traits setting itself apart from a stable single path, should be treated like distinct paths. Particularly, TDTCP should model the path characteristics of different TDNs independently. Traditional single-path TCP lacks the ability to distinguish its own operating states in different TDNs. Upon a path change, traditional single-path TCP has no accumulated state information about the new TDN; all of its state is modeling the previous TDN. Instead of invalidating this model, it tries to reconverge with samples taken in the new TDN. For instance, using TCP’s standard exponentially weighted moving average technique to merge bandwidth estimates for two different TDNs results in a value that is too large for the packet TDN and too small for the optical TDN. A natural fix is to maintain independent copies of internal state and dynamically swap them in when the relevant TDN is active. These sets are kept isolated so that samples from different TDNs do not pollute each other.

TCP models path state using many different internal variables. We group these into three categories according to their main functions and for brevity only list a few of the variables themselves. "Pipe" variables such as pkts_out, lost_out, and retx_out are used to estimate the number of bytes in flight, lost, and retransmitted, respectively. This gives TCP a sense of how full the "pipe" is. Congestion control variables such as cwnd, ssthresh, and ca_state are used to control how many more bytes are allowed into the network and whether the sender should slow down. Delay/RTT variables such as srtt, rttvar, and mdev are used to track the path latency. All three categories of path state variables require per-TDN copies to make TDTCP truly model each TDN separately.

In stable state, each per-TDN set of variables closely tracks its corresponding TDN. When the network path changes, TDTCP swiftly replaces the variables in use with another set tracking the new TDN. The new set of variables already contains a snapshot view of the new TDN when it was last active. After the replacement, TDTCP continues to operate on the new TDN as if it has just resumed from a checkpoint. In principle, variables of inactive TDNs should not be modified when that TDN is inactive to avoid unexpected state corruption. However, there are certain key exceptions that require updates to the state of inactive TDNs. These exceptions are to handle reordering scenarios and to make sure that when the inactive TDN becomes active again, it is modeled accurately. As a simple example, suppose that a packet is sent on TDN 0 and its ACK returns on TDN 1. TDTCP needs to decrease the in-flight count for TDN 0 even though TDN 1 is active. This ensures that when TDN 0 becomes active again, TDTCP has accurate knowledge about the in-flight packets. In addition to the above state variables, TDTCP also tags each packet and ACK with a TDN ID and keeps track of it throughout the lifetime of the packet. TDTCP can find out on which TDN a particular packet is sent by examining this field. This information enables some heuristics for managing cross-TDN reordering and spurious retransmissions. We discuss reordering scenarios in more detail in §3.4.
3.2 TDN change notification

By modeling path states separately, TDTCP implicitly requires the ability to promptly determine when network transitions occur. Instead of relying on in-band notifications like packet marks (e.g., ECN [12]) or iteratively probing the path, TDTCP relies on an out-of-band hint to decide when to use which set of states. Given that all switches in the RDCN know when the path change will happen and what the new path will be, it is reasonable to have the switches at the network edge, i.e., ToRs, propagate this information to the end hosts using proactive notifications. We employ a dedicated Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [34] packet to carry this notification. We prefer this alternative to an in-band signal—such as piggybacking the notification in packet headers—because our out-of-band ICMP approach avoids potentially deferring the notification indefinitely in the absence of a continuous flow of packets. The ICMP packet simply carries an integer index indicating which network path is currently active. We refer to this path index as the TDN ID.

One major concern is whether TDTCP can obtain the most up-to-date TDN ID in a timely fashion, as this governs TDTCP’s operating efficiency. For example, if a packet-to-optical TDN change notification arrives at the sender when the optical path is about to end, then TDTCP will miss the opportunity to send at higher speeds. Vice versa, TDTCP could experience excessive packet drops if it continues to send at the optical bandwidth after the network has transitioned into a packet TDN. While the delivery latency differs network-by-network, our design of ToR-generated notifications should keep it generally low since ToRs and end hosts are located within the same rack. In §5.4, we evaluate several optimizations that further minimize this latency.

3.3 Sequence numbering

TDTCP maintains a single, connection-level sequence number space despite viewing each TDN independently. This decision contrasts with MPTCP’s two-level design for its subflows. Three reasons lead to this design decision: (1) flow control stalls that occur due to ACK delays after a switch, (2) it does not require inter-subflow coordination to facilitate loss recovery, and (3) only minimal receiver-side modifications are needed.

Before we discuss the benefits of TDTCP’s single sequence number design, let us summarize why MPTCP uses a separate sequence number space for each path. MPTCP benefits from this design in two ways. First, MPTCP assumes multiple paths that operate (if one ignores potentially shared bottlenecks) completely independently, thus using full-fledged TCP connections as subflows is a natural fit. Second, and perhaps more pragmatically MPTCP sought to keep each subflow compatible with various Internet middleboxes. Subflows with discontinuous sequence numbers may be incorrectly identified by middleboxes and blackholed or reordered. Fortunately, such universal compatibility is not a design requirement for TDTCP. Data center operators have significant control over network functions, and we assume they can make whatever changes may be necessary to support TDTCP, as they have for DCTCP and other recent TCP variants.

Avoiding flow control stalls after a TDN switch. As we observe in §2.2, MPTCP has poor performance after a TDN switch because of flow control. The reason is that ACKs for packets sent over the old TDN right before the switch may be stuck in the send queue of the receiver, since they must transmitted over the same TDN as the data packets they acknowledge. It is only after the packets have been retransmitted over the active TDN that transmission can continue. With a single uniform sequence number space packets receive on one TDN can be ACKed on another TDN, and they naturally contribute to the overall sequence-space progress and drive transmission forward regardless of the currently active TDN.

Coordination. TDTCP’s single sequence number space eliminates the need for inter-subflow coordination. MPTCP requires a scheduler to serve as the central point of coordination. It makes a decision on which subflow to use when sending out a packet. In TDTCP, the active TDN is dictated by the network: there is only one TDN available at any point in time. If one TDN is slowed due to packet loss, it may block the progress during other TDNs due to the shared sender buffer. MPTCP employs connection-level reinjection to work around this situation by remapping lost segments onto another subflow [36]; TDTCP’s design avoids this unnecessary implementation complexity and performance overhead.

Receiver processing. MPTCP’s two-level sequence number space design requires runtime translation between data sequence number and subflow sequence number. This means the receiver also needs extensive modifications. However, with a single uniform sequence number space, no receiver-side modification is needed to support TDTCP sequencing. The major downside of TDTCP’s single sequence space and simple receiver behavior is cross-TDN reordering. We describe the impact of this phenomenon and how it can be mitigated below.

3.4 Packet reordering

Since the days of Reno, TCP has employed a fast-recovery mechanism to ameliorate the impact of packet loss. Specifically, segments deemed lost due to the receipt of three consecutive dupACKs are queued for immediate retransmission. This time-tested heuristic builds upon an assumption that no longer holds true in RDCNs: that a network path only slightly reorders packets, if at all. In fact, most reordering seen in RDCNs is cross-TDN reordering, where packets and their corresponding ACKs traverse TDNs with different
latencies. Cross-TDN reordering does not signal loss; ACKs are simply delayed due to increased path latency. If TDTCP were to continue following TCP Reno’s fast-retransmit heuristics, it would spuriously retransmit a large number of packets at each TDN transition (indeed, over 100 in our setting according to measurements in §5.3).

Cross-TDN reordering. Occurrences of cross-TDN reordering can be grouped into two categories: data reordering and ACK reordering. Figure 3 shows examples\(^2\) of each: scenario (a) corresponds to data reordering, and scenario (b) represents ACK reordering. Every horizontal slot in Figure 3 represents a unit of time \(t\). One-way delays of the high-latency (yellow) network and low-latency (green) network are \(5t\) and \(t\), respectively. Consecutive slots of identical color represent the active duration of a TDN. For example, in scenario (a), the active TDN switches every \(3t\). We label each data segment and its corresponding ACK with individual sequence numbers for clarity. (In practice TDTCP continues to use payload-byte-based sequence numbering and cumulative acknowledgments.)

Data reordering typically happens when the last few segments of a sending episode enter the network after the new TDN becomes active. In scenario (a), segments 4–6 are sent later but arrive before segments 1–3, causing reordering at the receiver. The receiver acknowledges segments 4–6 and 1–3 in the order they are received. The arrival of ACKs 4–6 before 1–3 would be interpreted by TCP Reno as a loss event, causing the sender to enter fast recovery mode and retransmit spuriously.

In scenario (b), the receiver sends out ACKs in the expected order. However, half of the ACKs are transported by a different TDN with lower latency. ACKs 4–6 end up arriving at the sender before ACKs 1–3. Unlike data reordering, ACK reordering is largely harmless because the latter ACKs carry a higher acknowledgment number than the former ACKs.

\(^2\)See Appendix A.1 for more reordering scenarios.
3.5 Fairness, generality, and limitations

Fairness. TDTCP does not propose a new congestion control algorithm (CCA). Rather, it simply implements one of the available CCAs in each TDN. In principle, TDTCP could use multiple, different CCAs within a single flow. In our current implementation, however, CUBIC is used in all TDNs. We expect CCAs used within each TDN to have similar fairness properties as their single-path siblings, over a long period of time. Short-term anomalies could however exist. An in-depth investigation regarding fairness across TDNs and disparate CCAs remains as future work.

Generality. Though hybrid, demand-oblivious RDCNs are the motivation for our work, TDTCP is designed to be generic so that it can service a variety of use cases. The fundamental assumption TDTCP makes is that the network fabric moves between a fixed set of internally-coherent network conditions, where each condition is likely to reappear during the lifetime of a connection. Satellite-based communications appear to be another good use case for TDTCP: Satellite signal coverage has a periodic strong-weak pattern as satellites orbit the earth. Satellite links are used if a strong signal can be detected. When the signal falls weak, fiber links between ground stations are often used as a backup [22]. At any time, only one link is selected. TDTCP is particularly suitable for a network with this pattern.

Limitations. The main limitation of TDTCP is its operating regime. TDTCP is only useful when the network conditions change with a certain frequency. Consider two extreme cases: (1) TDNs change every a few hours, (2) TDNs change every few nanoseconds. In case 1, a regular single-path TCP performs well because few connections will ever experience a change in TDN, and those that do can amortize any performance degradation over a very long period of time. In case 2, traditional TCP variants can perform near-optimally because nanosecond-level TDN changes will appear similar to per-packet load balancing. Without loss of generality, TDTCP is most suitable to operate in networks where the periods between TDN changes are 1–100x path RTT.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented TDTCP in Linux 5.8 kernel with 11,798 lines of C code changes. The code is open source and available at https://github.com/shuoshuc/TDTCP. In this section, we describe a few implementation-specific considerations. More details can be found in the source code, accompanying comments and corresponding documentation.

4.1 Packet format

TDTCP defines three types of packets for its operation. An ICMP packet is used for path change notifications. A TCP handshake option is used to negotiate and establish TDTCP connections. Another TCP option is used to inform the peer of the TDN path taken by the packet.

As discussed in §3.2, TDTCP uses a switch-generated path change notification to learn about RDCN schedule changes. The active TDN ID field is carried as the first byte of the ICMP payload. We assume the number of distinct paths in an RDCN is no more than 256, hence allocating a single byte for it. Should the use case require a larger integer, we can easily allocate more bytes for it. Figure 5a shows the ICMP packet format of the notification.

As discussed in §3.2, TDTCP uses a switch-generated path change notification to learn about RDCN schedule changes. The active TDN ID field is carried as the first byte of the ICMP payload. We assume the number of distinct paths in an RDCN is no more than 256, hence allocating a single byte for it. Should the use case require a larger integer, we can easily allocate more bytes for it. Figure 5a shows the ICMP packet format of the notification.

4.2 Connection establishment

A TDTCP-speaking end host uses TCP header options inside of normal TCP connections. TDTCP exposes the same application-level API as traditional TCP so it is fully compatible with existing applications. TDTCP is also transparent to the application layer: it does not require multiple network interfaces nor require the applications to make any decisions regarding path selection.

To enable hosts to establish a TDTCP connection, TDTCP defines a new TCP option (Figure 5b) of subtype TD_CAPABLE, indicating that the end host supports TDTCP. The option also carries the number of TDNs observed by the end host. In our current implementation, the two ends must both agree on the number of TDNs. This is to align the TDN IDs used by both ends—a TDN ID must refer to the same network condition at both parties. On an established3 TDTCP connection, all segments carry a TCP option with subtype TD_DATA_ACK (shown in Figure 5c) that contains the ID of the TDN on which the segment was sent. If the segment contains data, the data TDN ID field should be properly filled and the D bit flag set, likewise for an ACK segment. This option is used by the TDTCP state machines and heuristics to identify segment reordering.

3See Appendix A.2 for details on TDN management during the handshake.
Our current TDTCP implementation supports runtime RDCN schedule changes, but the new number of TDNs seen by both the sender and receiver must remain equal. TDTCP automatically initializes a new set of state variables upon being notified of a new TDN for the first time. We have also implemented the ability for a host to downgrade established TDTCP connections to regular TCP. When doing so, only the local side is affected; the peer can continue to send TDTCP-enabled segments but only regular ACKs will be returned. We find this feature quite helpful for debugging.

### 4.3 TDN state management

Mapping per-TDN state variables from design to implementation is not entirely straightforward. Due to the way connection state is maintained in the Linux TCP stack, there are subtle semantic differences affecting how per-TDN state should be managed, requiring case-by-case inspection. At a high level, state variables fall into one of four different classes: current TDN, all TDNs, any TDN and specific TDN. We provide examples of each below.

**Current TDN.** The most common and natural semantic is for state to be accounted entirely within the current TDN. For example, when transmitting new data, each segment is tagged with the current TDN ID. Relevant state variables that track in-flight data such as packets_out should be incremented for the current TDN only.

**All TDNs.** On the other hand, sometimes the state of other TDNs must also be considered. Linux uses the variable packets_out in its tcp_ack() function to filter out ACKs that do not need to be processed. If packets_out is 0, the ACK must be either stale or malicious because no data is pending; hence, no ACK is expected. In the context of TDTCP, packets_out must be 0 across all TDNs because an ACK can acknowledge data sent in any TDN. This means the sum of all per-TDN packets_out should be used to verify ACKs.

**Any TDN.** TDTCP retransmits lost segments at the earliest opportunity, regardless of which TDN was used originally to transmit them. The Linux TCP stack maintains variables ca_state and lost_out to decide if a retransmission should be scheduled. If ca_state is Loss or Recovery and lost_out is non-zero, Linux prioritizes retransmitting the lost segment(s). In the context of TDTCP, retransmission needs to be scheduled if the above condition is true for any TDN, which means a logical OR should be applied to the two variables of all TDNs.

**Specific TDN.** In the receiving path, an incoming (cumulative) ACK can acknowledge data sent over multiple TDNs. When segments are acknowledged, their corresponding tracking variables such as packets_out and retrans_out must be decreased to reflect the progress. In the context of TDTCP, we identify the set of segments being acknowledged by scanning the retransmission queue and obtaining the TDN ID associated with each one of them. The variables packets_out and retrans_out are updated for the specific TDN associated with each.

### 4.4 RTT estimation

RTT estimation faces the same problem as in §3.4. Regular TCP assumes stable routing when collecting RTT measurements, i.e., that the samples always reflect properties of the same network condition. However, TDTCP may sample three distinct conditions even with only two TDNs. Let the one-way delay of TDN \( i \) and TDN \( j \) be denoted as \( \frac{1}{2} RTC_i \) and \( \frac{1}{2} RTC_j \), respectively. Type-1 samples measure \( RTC_i \), type-2 samples measure \( RTC_j \), and type-3 samples measure \( \frac{1}{2} RTC_i + \frac{1}{2} RTC_j \). Type-3 samples arise when a segment and its ACK traverse different TDNs.

We seek to discard type-3 samples and match type-1 and type-2 samples to their corresponding TDNs. To achieve this goal, TDTCP makes use of the TD_DATA_ACK option and its local per-segment state tagging. TCP already uses the Karn-Partridge algorithm [23] to filter out retransmitted segments in RTT measurement; TDTCP further ignores samples with different data and ACK TDNs. The remaining samples are matched to the appropriate TDN based on information in the option.

One special consideration is the timeout value used by the retransmission timer. TDTCP only knows which TDN a segment is sent on, but cannot predict in general upon which TDN the corresponding ACK will return. In order to avoid premature timeouts, our current TDTCP implementation pessimistically assumes ACKs will return on the TDN with largest RTT. The timeout value of a segment sent on TDN \( n \) is based on a synthesized RTT of \( \frac{1}{2} RTC_n + \frac{1}{2} RTC_{\text{slowest}} \).

### 5 EVALUATION

We evaluate TDTCP using our in-kernel Linux implementation on a small-scale testbed using Etalon [32], a recently published RDCN emulator. First, we compare TDTCP performance to leading data center TCP variants in an RDCN setting: §5.2 shows that TDTCP achieves high throughput and low switch-buffer occupancy for long-lived flows despite both bandwidth and latency differences. Then, we revisit design decisions on reordering and TDN change notification in §5.3 and §5.4 through microbenchmarks.

#### 5.1 Etalon testbed

Etalon is a software RDCN emulator based on the Click modular router [25] and DPDK [13]. We configure Etalon to emulate a simple two-rack demand-oblivious hybrid RDCN topology, as illustrated in Figure 6.

**Hardware.** We use two physical servers to emulate two racks of hosts; Etalon itself runs on a third server. We fix the
Figure 6: Our Etalon deployment. The emulated packet and circuit networks are 10 Gbps and 100 Gbps, respectively. Note Etalon only emulates the RCDN, the hosts are implemented as containers on physical machines.

source and destination of all connections in our experiments to use hosts attached to one of these two racks. We can emulate any scale of RDCN using this topology by pinning flows between this pair of racks. Each server runs 16 Docker containers [31] to emulate 16 distinct hosts residing in the rack. All servers have two 20-core Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPUs, 128 GB of memory, a 10 Gbps NIC for the control network, and a Mellanox ConnectX-3 40 Gbps NIC for the data network. We use flowgrind [42] to generate cross-rack flows over the data-plane network. Note that TDTCP is running in the actual Linux kernel networking stack, not through emulation or simulation; only the network itself is emulated.

RDCN configuration. In order to emulate a realistic target RDCN, we set the path-related parameters in Etalon according to §2.1. The number of TDNs is set to 2: TDN 0 corresponds to the EPS network and TDN 1 to the OCS network. The bottleneck bandwidth/average RTT of TDNs 0 and 1 are 10 Gbps/100 µs and 100 Gbps/40 µs, respectively. Etalon emulates two ToR virtual output queues (VOQs) for each rack—one for each traffic direction—which can be either static or reconfigurable at runtime. As a baseline configuration, we set the VOQ size to 16 packets (with jumbo frames [8] enabled). This is slightly larger than the packet network bandwidth-delay product, which has been shown to be sufficient for both TDNs [2]. One limitation of our testbed is the 40-Gbps hardware. In lieu of 100-Gbps network devices, we leverage time dilation [17] to “slow down” the end hosts. As a result, we are able to emulate a 100-Gbps network using only 5 Gbps of physical network capacity by dilating time by 20×.

We measure long-lived cross-rack flow throughput for various TCP implementations as a function of TDN change frequency; all 16 hosts in one source rack transfer bulk data to their corresponding hosts in the destination rack. All flows are configured to start at the same time and last for 40 seconds. We deploy a pre-computed static schedule (in the fashion of RotorNet [30]) that consists of a variable number of 180-microsecond-long configurations. In every configuration, the racks are either connected directly to one another through the OCS (i.e., TDN 1) or to all other racks through the packet-switched network (TDN 0). Each configuration is separated out by a blackout (reconfiguration) period of 20 microseconds. Our experiments focus on a schedule with a 6:1 ratio of packet to optical TDNs, which naturally corresponds to an 8-rack hybrid RDCN where each rack is directly connected to the others in 1 out of every 7 OCS configurations. TDTCP has the most advantage over other TCP variants with ratios on this order. We leave it as future work to study TDTCP’s performance when operating under extreme ratios.

We focus exclusively on long-lived flows because short-lived flows are unlikely to benefit from TDTCP. For example, RPC workloads that last a few RTTs likely only exist during one TDN. Even flows lasting tens of RTTs would terminate before exiting slow start in either TDN. In such cases, a larger initial cwnd would be more helpful than TDTCP. Overall, we do not expect TDTCP to impact on the completion time of short-lived flows but a full treatment is outside the scope of this paper.

5.2 Bandwidth and latency difference
To understand the reasons behind TDTCP’s superior performance we compare TDTCP with a wide variety of common TCP variants used in data centers: single-path TCP CUBIC and DCTCP [1], and MPTCP with two subflows, one for each network condition. In addition, we also compare to reTCP [32], a recently published approach to improving single-path TCP performance in RDCNs that requires active switch buffer management.

Figure 7 shows a side-by-side comparison of how each TCP variant performs when an RDCN oscillates between two conditions with differences in both bandwidth and latency. Specifically, the shaded area shows time periods when the source and destination racks are directly connected by the high-bandwidth/low-latency (optical) path; otherwise the connections are over the low-bandwidth/high-latency (electrical) path. Figure 7a shows the relative sequence number increase over time, which reflects the overall flow throughput. The “optimal” line plots the upper bound where an idealized TCP fully utilizes both conditions. The “packet only” line shows the same idealized TCP using the packet network only (i.e., it remains on the packet-switch fabric even with the optical path being available). The difference between these two lines represents the potential gain a TCP connection can capture in this RDCN by making use of the additional optical capacity. Note that the plots represent a ~4-ms period during the experiment, not the absolute start (although both x and y axis values are normalized to the start of the plotted period). As a result, the performance of each variant is not necessarily equal.
TDTCP dramatically out-performs CUBIC, DCTCP, and MPTCP, as none of the traditional variants are able to effectively make use of the substantial additional capacity made available by the optical link. The only competitive alternative is reTCP, but it requires sophisticated dynamic switch buffer resizing [32] in order to be effective. The “retcpdyn” line corresponds to a setting where the ToR enlarges its VOQ size to 50 packets at 150 microseconds ahead of the TDN change, and notifies reTCP to ramp up its congestion window. Thus, reTCP is able to pre-fill the VOQ and starts bursting at high bandwidth immediately after the TDN switch. In contrast, reTCP without dynamic buffer resizing (“retcp”) sees a similar throughput to other single-path TCP variants. TDTCP, on the other hand, does not require any buffer resizing at runtime. In fact, Figure 7b shows that TDTCP’s VOQ utilization is the lowest among all of the TCP variants we consider.

One pattern worth noting in TDTCP’s VOQ curve is the spike when the RDCN transitions from high bandwidth/low latency to low bandwidth/high latency. We refer to the spike as the initial burst. The initial burst occurs because TDTCP is switching to a wide-open congestion window with near-zero inflight for the new active TDN. During the previous (optical) TDN, no new segments were arriving at the ToR’s packet queue while virtually all in-flight packets have been drained. This process opens up the packet TDN’s congestion window, hence the sender transmits a $cwnd$-sized burst upon receiving the TDN change notification. Techniques such as sender pacing can help prevent the potential switch buffer overflow.

To differentiate the impact of bandwidth difference versus latency difference on flow throughput, we repeat the same experiments but configure Etalon with only bandwidth difference or only latency difference at a time. Figure 8 shows the results for an RDCN with only bandwidth differences. Figure 8a suggests both CUBIC and DCTCP are able to adapt to bandwidth variation alone; they only slightly under-perform TDTCP in this setting (although MPTCP still struggles). Interestingly, the reTCP results suggest that dynamic buffer resizing, in the absence of latency variation,
can achieve near-optimal throughput. Without it, however, reTCP falls back in line with the other variants. Figure 8b shows that VOQ occupancy is largely unchanged in this scenario, with TDTCP still the clear winner.

Next, we consider a setting where the two TDNs have equal bandwidth but differing latency, such as in a multi-hop Opera-style [29] RCDN. Figure 9 illustrates the throughput when link bandwidth is 100 Gbps. Because both TDNs have identical capacity, the optimal line and packet-only line almost overlap; the packet-only performance is slightly higher because flows in packet-only mode do not experience the reconfiguration blackout period. All of the buffer-filling TCP variants see similar throughput while DCTCP—a latency-sensitive variant—performs worse than its peers (with MPTCP again bringing up the rear). We hypothesize that the TDTCP approach could allow even latency-sensitive congestion control algorithms to perform well in such RDCN setting, but leave this topic to future work.

5.3 Reordering

At first glance, CUBIC’s performance under latency variation is surprising, as TDTCP includes numerous heuristics (§3.4) to avoid packet reordering that one would expect to result from transitioning from a high-latency (packet) TDN to one with much lower latency (optical). To understand this behavior, we plot the number of reordering events in each optical day and the total number of packets impacted by this reordering. In one reordering event, multiple packets could be affected if their sequence numbers all fall into the gap between cumulative ACK sequence number and SACK sequence number. The total number of affected packets is the number of segments that will be resent as spurious retransmissions (if the congestion window permits). The measured reordering includes both cross-TDN reordering and intra-TDN reordering, which is an intrinsic property of the TDN itself.

Figure 10: The (a) number of reordering events per day, (b) number of packets to be retransmitted per day. Note the y-axis does not start from 0.

Figure 10 depicts the cumulative distributions of reordering events and retransmitted packets per optical day, for 3 representative TCP variants: CUBIC, MPTCP and TDTCP. CUBIC does, in fact experience significant reordering and spurious retransmission: 15 packets are retransmitted per TDN transition at the 90th percentile and 133 at maximum. TDTCP effectively cuts off the tail—only 7 packets are retransmitted at the 90th percentile with a maximum of 54. Moreover, 80% of the transitions to the optical TDN do not experience any reordering or retransmission at all. Hence, we conclude that CUBIC’s impressive performance is a result of the sophisticated heuristics implemented in the Linux stack that are able to maintain an appropriate congestion window and high utilization despite significant reordering. Less finely-tuned stacks are unlikely to perform as well. We note that MPTCP maintains separate subflows for each of the two TDNs, so there should be no reordering due to TDN transitions. Hence, one can interpret the MPTCP line in these plots as a measure of the baseline intra-TDN reordering during the experiments.

5.4 TDN change notification

Following discussions in §3.2, we analyze some TDTCP traces and identify the component breakdown of end-to-end notification delivery latency. Barring the physical propagation delay, top contributing components are ToR-side packet generation and host-side notification processing. We list 3 concrete optimizations below that prove effective in reducing the component latency. These optimizations combined improve TDTCP’s throughput by 12.7%, as demonstrated by Figure 11.

First, ToRs can use caching to minimize delay: by constructing an empty ICMP packet in advance and keeping it cached in memory, ToRs can just fill in the TDN ID and immediately send the packet out when needed. Compared to constructing a new packet from scratch every time, caching reduces the delay in sending out the notification in our software switch by 8× at the 50th percentile and 2.7× at the 99th.

Second, our initial implementation follows a “push” model to distribute new TDN IDs: the kernel loops over all established TDTCP flows and updates their current TDN IDs one by one. This scales poorly and the unlucky flows which

\[a \times b\]
6 RELATED WORK

Existing TCP variants rely on in-band signals such as packet loss [18, 19], delay [4, 5], and explicit switch feedback [1] to estimate a fair share of the path bandwidth. TDN changes interfere with these signals, leading to estimates that tend to average across TDNs rather than track individual TDNs. TCP variants for high-speed networks ramp up more aggressively [10, 19] and can recover more quickly from estimation errors, but do not address the root of the problem. Wireless networks, with highly-variable bandwidth and frequent packet drops, have spurred research on modeling bandwidth fluctuations [40] and differentiating between congestion loss and random loss [14, 28]. RDCNs, on the other hand, can provide certainty regarding the current network conditions, which should in theory enable better performance.

TCP over multiple networks. MPTCP [41] is similar in spirit to TDTCP in that it divides a connection into multiple subflows that traverse (potentially) different paths, such as simultaneous WiFi and cellular connections on a mobile device. While theoretical analysis shows MPTCP can perform optimally by leveraging the least-congested path, our experiments show it is not well equipped to switch rapidly between subflows when the subflows experience periods of disconnectivity as they do in RDCN.

One recent proposal, reTCP [32], focuses specifically on the RDCN environment and advocates for explicit support from ToR switches, which entice senders to ramp up their transmission rate before additional bandwidth becomes available by dynamically increasing the size of switch buffers in advance of circuit establishment. Furthermore, reTCP requires ToR switches to mark packets to inform senders when their flows traverse an optical network; senders then react by multiplicatively increasing their congestion window. TDTCP builds on the idea of explicit notification regarding network conditions but eschews such elaborate switch support. Moreover, TDTCP is general, supporting an arbitrary number of distinct TDNs with various properties, not just the bimodal fabric reTCP presumes. Even still, our experiments show that TDTCP’s performance is competitive with reTCP in precisely the environments for which reTCP was designed without requiring its extensive changes to ToR switches.

RDCN technologies. Our evaluation focuses on one particular class of RDCN, but there are many others in the literature. In hybrid RDCNs [9, 20, 27, 39], the OCS network is an accelerator for an existing packet network, and thus uses the packet network to hide the OCSes’ limited connectivity. Alternatively, OCS-only RDCNs [3, 6, 15, 21, 29, 30] do not include a separate packet network; instead, ToRs with no direct connectivity send traffic through transit ToRs or hold traffic until direct connectivity is restored. In either case, the number and frequency of TDN changes can vary. In demand-aware RDCNs [6, 9, 15, 20, 21, 26, 33], a controller collects real-time traffic demand information and calculates a schedule that serves the current demand. More recent demand-oblivious RDCNs [29, 30] cycle through a set of configurations that together provide all-to-all connectivity, avoiding runtime calculations by using a fixed schedule. TDTCP is applicable in either case; all that is required is that ToRs notify the senders of the upcoming TDN when they change configurations.

7 CONCLUSION

TDTCP is a new TCP variant designed to make efficient use of the full spectrum of recent RDCN proposals that provide time-division multiplexed network paths between communicating end hosts. TDTCP monitors path characteristics of different time-division networks using independent copies of TCP state variables, leverages switch-generated path change notifications to rapidly converge to the optimal congestion state, and relaxes TCP’s fast-recovery heuristics to avoid spurious retransmissions when network conditions change. We have implemented TDTCP in Linux kernel 5.8 and evaluated its performance on a small-scale (emulated) RDCN testbed. Results show that TDTCP dramatically decreases queue occupancy within the network and outperforms traditional single-path TCP variants such as CUBIC and DCTCP for long-lived flows. TDTCP is competitive with reTCP, a recent proposal targeting a particular class of RDCNs, but does not require switches to dynamically adjust buffer sizes as reTCP does.
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A APPENDIX

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A.1 Cross-TDN reordering scenarios

This section extends the cross-TDN packet reordering discussion in §3.4. It is worth pointing out that all types of cross-TDN reordering occur when the RDCN schedule transitions from a high latency network to a low latency network. There is no cross-TDN reordering in transitions from low latency to high latency because in that case packets will only arrive farther apart in the same order.

Figure 12 provides a comprehensive list of cross-TDN packet arriving scenarios. Scenarios (a)–(c) are data-crossing-only cases, where data packets arrive reordered at the receiver. Scenarios (d)–(f) are ACK-crossing-only cases, where ACK packets are out of order on the return path. And in scenarios (g)–(h), both data and ACKs are crossed. Within each category, scenarios differ by how far apart the packets are sent and the specific RDCN schedule. Scenarios (g) and (h) contain both data and ACK crossing, hence the ACKs return to the sender in the same order as the outgoing packets. This means that double crossing either cancels each other out or does not manifest as an issue from the sender’s perspective. For instance, scenario (h) actually sees no reordering in either the outgoing or incoming paths.

A.2 Special handling for SYN packet

The first SYN packet of a TCP connection is also counted as a segment. However, despite incrementing packets_out for this SYN, the Linux TCP stack does not keep a local copy of the segment like it does for other segments. Moreover, during the TCP handshake, there is not yet a notion of TDNs associated with the to-be-established connection, because the TDTCP negotiation has not completed. A problem...
hereby emerges: when the SYN/ACK packet is received by the sender, packets_out should be decremented to reflect the successful delivery of the SYN segment, but TDTCP does not know which packets_out was incremented or should be decremented. To mitigate this issue, TDTCP treats the first SYN packet as a special case and always tracks it under TDN 0.

### A.3 Queuing with bandwidth and latency changes

Continuing from §2.2, Figure 13 shows the virtual output queue (VOQ) utilization in the source ToR for the same configuration as Figure 2. The VOQ utilization of single-path TCP CUBIC is relatively stable during the first six days in a week (unshaded regions). When the optical network becomes active (shaded regions), packets in the VOQ are quickly drained, and the VOQ remains close to empty, showing that the service rate is much higher than the arrival rate. In other words, TCP has not ramped up to the new bottleneck rate.

The interesting dip observed in the mptcp2f curve is the result of idm_schd switching subflows for transmission. When the 7th day ends, the VOQ drain rate drops from 100 Gbps to 10 Gbps while in-flight packets are still arriving at 100 Gbps. This results in a burst in the VOQ utilization. The sending host then switches to another subflow for the packet network, which transmits at a lower rate. Therefore, the VOQ is partially drained (causing the dip) before the sender ramps up again to fully occupy the VOQ.

### A.4 Queuing with only latency changes

Continuing from §5.2, Figure 14 shows the ToR VOQ utilization for an RDCN configuration with bandwidth fixed to 100 Gbps or 10 Gbps, but with varying latency. In both cases, TDTCP’s buffer utilization is in line with that of CUBIC, DCTCP, and MPTCP. reTCP, on the other hand, builds up large queues in advance of circuit start. This is to prepare enough packets so that it can start blasting at the circuit rate once the circuit TDN is activated. However, in these scenarios where bandwidth is fixed, the circuit BDP is smaller than the packet BDP because the circuit latency is lower, hence reTCP’s queue-building technique is mismatched. TDTCP, on the other hand, achieves a high throughput without having to build large queues.